Admire a Full Spectrum of Autumn Colors on Your Pictures with AKVIS Fall Foliage Frames

September 10, 2019 — AKVIS announces the launch of the brand new Fall Foliage Pack, a picture frame
collection to beautify photographs, 100 ready to use templates decorated with brilliant fall leaves and other
gifts of autumn.
The new Fall Foliage Pack just released by AKVIS includes 100 picture frames of excellent quality, 50
horizontal and 50 vertical templates, meeting the high requirements of professionals and tastes of real
aesthetes. The ready-made frames are designed to be easily applied to photos with AKVIS programs.
The new picture frame collection by AKVIS is deeply imbued with an infinite beauty of the most spectacular
season. It's a time of thousand shades of yellow, gold, orange, red, brown, and purple. The air smells of
apples and honey, mushrooms and needles, rain and wind, it's cold, fresh and crisp, and full of nostalgic
mood and joyous expectation of holidays. Walking on a bright autumn carpet, we listen to the rustle of fallen
leaves and collect beautiful samples for amazing fall crafts and fun art projects.
Enjoy the glorious autumn colors with the new frames! Decorate back-to-school photos, Halloween and
Thanksgiving pictures, create a cozy family photo album full of feelings and everlasting memories. Prepare a
perfect autumn selfie. Add charm and originality to your pictures!
See the new frames and other frame collections at akvis.com.
AKVIS offers a wide range of themed frame packs divided into different categories: Hobbies &
Interests, Styles & Trends, Holidays & Events, Four Seasons, Family, Countries, and Free Frames.
The AKVIS frame collections can be used with the AKVIS Frames freeware and AKVIS ArtSuite program, on
Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 - 32/64-bit, and Mac OS X 10.11, macOS 10.12-10.14 - 64-bit.
The new picture frame pack sells for $17.00. For more information, explore the official website akvis.com.

AKVIS (akvis.com) specializes in the development of image and video processing software. Since the
company's launch in 2004, it has released a number of successful products for Windows and Mac.

AKVIS Frames: akvis.com/en/frames/
Frame Packs: akvis.com/en/frame-packs/
Fall Foliage Pack: akvis.com/en/frame-packs/fallfoliage-pack.php
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